


There’s something so distinctly beautiful about summer decor. Those breezy 
fabrics, muted color palettes, natural fibers, and contemporary influences 
associated with the season make it feel like bringing the sunshine indoors. 
And though it might feel like the style is purely seasonal, there are a few ways 

to incorporate summer design trends into the year-round decor. 

Raging from patterns, materials, colors, and even styles, the 13 brands 
under Covet House belt are prepared to offer a panoply of choices for the 
upcoming season. Carefully selecting the best tips and ideas, Covet House 
has put together a curated selection of ambiances and products that fit into 

the freshest and trendiest aesthetics for the Summer of 2021.
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Let’s start with the obvious. Announced in the turn of the new year, Pantone®’s 
color of the year Illuminating Yellow and Ultimate Gray, a marriage of color 
conveying a message of strength and hopefulness that is both enduring and 

uplifting. 

Diana Table Lamp by Delightfull
 
Diana Table Lamp is an inspiration of the greatest classic designs of 
industrial design with a Mid Century influence and modern taste. Can fit 
in multiple minimalists, industrial or Mid-Century room environments.

Iraya Headboard by Brabbu

Mount Iraya is an active volcano in the Philippines, whose geological 
forces, together with the strong waves of sea and time, created a unique 
shoreline full of large smooth boulders on the beach nearby. Its shapes 
inspired the curvy silhouette of IRAYA headboard: fully upholstered in 
velvet, it will provide an organic element to any bedroom ambience.

Oka Dining Chair by Brabbu

Taking inspiration from the interesting dialogues of the Bakaya people, 
whose word for “listen” is oka, our designers created the OKA Dining 
Chair. This upholstered dining room chair in cotton velvet dazzles in its 
simplicity and will stand gracefully in a dining room set.

Maya Armchair by Brabbu
 
Maya Armchair has legs in matte-aged brass, this velvet accent chair 
has the sensual and delicate forms of the goddess, making it the perfect 
seating solution for an elegant living room set. It is inspired by the Maya 
civilization that had maize as one of the primary elements of their culture. 
Personified as a woman, Maya’s Maize God was the inspiration behind it.

Ibis Two Seat Sofa by Brabbu

Ibis are beautiful birds known for their long slim legs. Just like IBIS Sofa, 
an elegant seating solution. Upholstered in cotton velvet, this accent chair 
with an aged brass nailheads trim will be the focal point of any living room 
set.

Sky Desk by Circu

The Sky Desk is inspired by the Disney movie “Planes 2” character Turbo 
Dusty, and it’s the perfect kids’ desk for an airplane room decor. Due to its 
playful design and inspiration, the homework will become a much more 
exciting task. In this airplane shaped kids desk, the decorative suitcases 
work as drawers and you can also find storage compartments in the wings.

ILLUMINATING YELLOW 
& ULTIMte GREY
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Still in the hottest color palettes for the season, this time mixing both colors 
textures and material. Natural and nature inspired material to be more exact. 
Calming colours in earthy shades that take us back to nature. Warm, natural 
tone is the perfect base to add sage green, earth colours are empowering, 
and are said to give us the courage to embrace change. It’s the perfect shade 

for any room in the house. 

Reptilus Rug by Rug’Society

The REPTILUS rug symbolizes the adaptability, regeneration, and 
transformation. Being the Earth elements symbolized by reptiles, the 
power of this species stimulates our dreams and helps us in our renewals. 
REPTILUS is a hand-tufted and overtufting rug, made of natural wool 
and botanical silk that is easy to combine in every space and brings the 
strength of nature to your home.

Huang Sideboard, Nightstand and Cabinet by Brabbu

Huang is a mountain range in eastern China known for its spectacular 
scenery. Inspired by this magnificence, our designers created HUANG 
family. Featuring an outside in walnut root veneer, an inside in rosewood 
veneer and details in matte hammered brushed aged brass. These wood 
pieces bring instant character to modern interior design.

Teepee Bed by Circu

Teepee is a children’s tent bed inspired by the traditional indigenous tents. 
Kids will be drawn to this room because of the sense of adventure that 
it inspires. This creative bed is comfortable, cosy and playful, featuring 
interactive design elements such as a remote-controlled light and sound 
system that can be controlled by a mobile app (or with remote control). 
The app has also asleep assistant and you can choose the color intensity of 
the light and lighting effects.

Koi Mirror, Washbasin and Bathtub by Maison Valentina

Koi carp is a recurring symbol of Japanese culture, highly appreciated 
for its decorative purposes, not only in water gardens but also in Irezumi 
practice or, most commonly, in tattoos. Its natural color mutations reveal 
their capacity to adapt, just like the Koi family that you can use to create 
a better sense of space division in your ambiences. The Koi scales that 
compose the panels of the pieces shine and reflect – on its brass surface – 
the sun caught through the clear water.

Ardara Console by Brabbu 

Dolmens are ancient stone monuments from the Neolithic period. These 
unique structures were the inspiration behind the ARDARA Console 
Table. With a finish in gold leaf with a gloss varnish, this console table will 
give a unique twist to any interior design.

EARTHLY INSPIRED
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A more urban feel is appealing to the generation Y that is now owning their 
own homes and missing their childhood staples. All the decoration that they 
once had at their parents houses doesn’t feel dated, it feels like home but with 
a twist. Vibrant bright colors, asymmetrical and geometric shaped furniture, 
lots of funky patterns are the primary art elements of the 90’s urban trend. 
These kind of design pieces can be a lot of fun and direct attention to different 
elements. Something that’s definitely from the 90’s and we are going to see 
more are decorated walls. From watercolours, creative hand painted walls 
and wallpaper murals, we will definitely see a focus on making walls shine. 
A more social connected generation with a eye for instagram-like spaces 
can take advantage of these micro-trends and use it in different ways to 

transform completely the ambience around us.

Graffitified I Rug by Rug’ Society

GRAFFITIFIED I is a premium rug inspired on the act of graffiting. If you 
want a rug that reminds you of the best of the urban art and to offer you 
the energy of city life, GRAFFITIFIED I rug will definitely conquer your 
heart.

Graff Rug by Rug’Society

GRAFF is a modern rug inspired by the urban art that we are used to 
se on our urban daily living. GRAFF is a tribute to the form of art and 
expression of graffitis and it is the perfect rug to bring irreverent to the 
home decoration.

Dollar Symbol Graphic by Delightfull

As always, DelightFULL is here to delight everyone with its unconventional 
and irreverent taste. The marquee symbol has the ability to transform any 
room it steps in. Always unconventional, the dollar symbol is here to make 
any design project even richer than what it is. With a height of 1 meter, 
this marquee lighting design can be a floor lamp or a wall mounted. The 
marquee lamp that can customizable on demand, is accessible on a mini 
version and fits perfectly into an interior design project. 

Letter R Graphic by Delightfull

R stands for ruthless for a ride to never forget and this is the perfect 
lighting design to make your interior design project stand out. This rustic 
lighting design made with the utmost care by DelightFULL’s artisans 
is customizable on demand and is available in a mini version. Meant to 
be wall mounted or put on the floor, just enjoy the rustic feeling of this 
carefully torn and worn rusty pieces of steel shaped by our craftsman with 
a unique soul.

URBAN AESTHETIC
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Carefully curated displays of shapely figures and organic forms take centre 
stage creating quiet drama in neutral spaces. As the striking furnishings and 
lighting in this living room show, sculptural can be beautiful and useful. For 
those with a love of ceramics, group pieces together behind glass or on a 
humble window shelf. Curved and shapely furniture and vessels draw the 

eye, inviting your gaze to dance across the space. 

Newton Bathtub by Maison Valentina

Newton is an outstanding moment of design inspiration. This bathtub 
features a curved lip style shape, a timeless detail that conveys comfort, 
made out of gold painted casted iron, revealing its entire golden interior. 
The high-gloss black and gold lacquered spheres make the perfect 
combination to make this a sculptural and artistic piece.

Imperfectio Armchair by Boca do Lobo

Imperfectio armchair is the expression of imperfect aesthetic, the appeal 
of that which is authentic art that is truer to life. Imperfectio armchair 
praises artisanal work as the ultimate form of art that is quite intentionally 
imperfect. Through its unique existence and shapes Imperfectio armchair 
determines its own history. The irregularities and flaws over the manual 
hammered brass exposes the beauty of imperfection. 

Imperfectio Armchair by Boca do Lobo

The D. Dinis luxury big mirror embodies the classic Parisian style in its 
golden detailed frame while capturing glimpses of irreverent and modern 
features on the surface. Fragmented mirrors burst for unexpected 
juxtaposition. An imposing antique gold mirror that challenges the history 
and cherishes it at the same time, born to be a must-have in any luxury 
room.

Halo Mirror by Boca do Lobo

Halo is the name of a phenomenon produced by light interacting with ice 
crystals suspended in the atmosphere. Halos can have many forms, ranging 
from colored or white rings to arcs and spots in the sky. Composed by a set 
of three mirrors, it allows different displays and creative settings. The big 
mirrors with different shapes have an elegant gold frame accent, perfect 
for contemporary interiors and elegant rooms, from stylish bedrooms to 
upscale halls or living rooms.

Heritage Sideboard by Boca do Lobo

Hand-painted-tiles have gained a privileged place in architecture 
throughout the centuries. Portugal has adopted them like no other country 
has and in order to honor the Portuguese hand painted tiles, Boca do Lobo 
created Heritage Sideboard. This piece presents a different number of 
layers, where each one tells a different story.

ART INTO LIVING
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There is a significant move towards rounded shapes in interiors, particularly 
furniture pieces. There are no hard edges and the round shapes are kinder 
and more welcoming, perfect for now. Contemporary e modern sofas in 
boucle, popular in the 50’s now re-invented for a modern audience, and plays 
on tactility and texture for softness and depth. Easy to complete the look 

with a round rug, footstool, screen – even cushions.

Otter Sofa, Stool and Armchair by Brabbu

Otters are known for being a playful animal, with a high capacity to adapt 
to the environment. Inspired by the nature of this animal, the OTTER 
collection can adapt to any room and be an integral part of your interior 
design. Its round shapes transmit both comfort and grandiosity, whether 
it is placed in a modern living room or a comfortable home cinema area.

Fitzgerald Modular Sofa by Essential Home with Studio Pepe

Fitzgerald Modular Sofa is a furniture piece of your dreams, rounded 
and oversized, with low backrest and a cockpit structure Inspired by the 
shapes of Italian architecture, this piece proves art and interior design 
come together once you have the right eye for it.

Essex Armchair by Brabbu

Metamorphosis is the transformation process from caterpillar to 
butterfly. It inspired the creation of ESSEX Swivel Chair. This barrel chair 
is upholstered in velvet and has a base in brushed aged brass matte that 
adds charisma. It will add refined elegance to any living room set that only 
velvet chairs are capable of.

Robusta Center Table by Caffe Latte

With an uneven shape, taking inspiration from the disformity of the sub-
Saharian plains where the famous Coffea Robusta is grown, this center 
table has both a soft yet eye-catching presence. Its two marble tops 
resemble the hues of brown from the exquisite coffee beans and rest 
perfectly on a delicate and continuous bronze leg. The perfect piece to 
provide a simple and neutral complement to a modern interior.

ROUNDED SHAPES
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Cassia Sofa by Caffe Latte 

Cassia Modular Sofa is the perfect addition to your modern living room. 
With a hue of brown inspired in the Cassia cinnamon, this ultra-comfortable 
sofa contains an upholstered back and seating, with symmetric shapes for 
a chic look. A rearrangeable sofa, that’s both chic and cozy.

Philip Center and Dining Tables by Essential Home with Studio Pepe

Philip Center and Dining Tables takes Ezra’s challenging concepts of 
design and interprets them in an all-new and natural way. The structure 
of this magnificent tables turns around the different variations of the 
geometrical round shape and follows the unusual base.

Gommosa Sofa by Caffe Latte

Café Gommosa is an energizing, sweet, and pleasant drink, a delicate 
expresso over some soft marshmallows. This sofa combines and transpires 
those exact characteristics. Rounded, organic shapes of the sofa, with such 
a delicious and comfortable appeal of the upholstery.

Milenio Sofa by Caffe Latte

An ultimate statement piece, yielding an impressive length and modular 
capability, yet still very with a very subtle and soothing design. This sofa 
takes its name from the Milenio coffee variety, a plant that emerges in 
great heights and very well-known adaptability, making this sofa the 
perfect parallel of it. With a blend of hues, textures and materials, and with 
over 7 modules to change around, the circular modular is the piece that 
creates the character of the overall sofa, creating a distinctively modern 
and rich component to your living room.
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Minimalism is all about giving attention to the essential forms and elements, 
while also keeping an unexpected element to interiors. The key elements 
in this decor should be detailed oriented and high quality. Furniture and 
accessories have a touch of luxury, with a focus on being special like being 
handmade or with purer materials. Another way to have a minimalistic 
approach without losing style is the use of refined and colder finishes. Stone, 
metals and brass are favorites to help complement this trend. This design 
trend takes more work to perfect. This “less is more” approach is what makes 
it attractive and enables us to create spaces with a gallery like attitude and a 

more curated feel. 

Miles Wall Lamp by Delightfull

Miles wall lamp was inspired in one of the most influential and acclaimed 
figures in the history of jazz and 20th century music: Miles Davis. This 
modern wall light has the purpose to represent the impressive charisma 
of this outstanding jazz singer, in its innovative and sophisticated lighting 
features.

Florence Stool by Essential Home

Florence Stool has a somewhat cylindrical shape and a cushioned seat 
upholstered in velvet fabric, creating a soft and comfortable solution for 
your living room. Its base is made of polished brass, so it boosts some gold 
details over its trendy pastel colors available in the customization. 

Galliano Wall Lamp by Delightfull

Meet Galliano, a special modern wall lamp with a minimalist style that 
allows you to fit it in every room of your home, regardless the style of 
your interior design. It’s not coincidence that this wall lamp is one of 
DelightFULL’s top best sellers. Made of iron with a matte black exterior 
and a gold powder paint interior finishing, Galliano produces a unique 
lighting effect when you see light being casted thought its pipes.

Liberica Console by Caffe Latte

The harsh and strict lines from this console design contrast perfectly with 
the fluidity and sort of feminine touch of the mirror. Inspired by the Coffea 
liberica plant, the mirror takes an oval countour, resembling the delicate 
shape of the plant’s leaf. The stainless steel with a bronze matte base, 
simulate the sturdy branches that can grow up to nine meters, holding in 
perfect harmony a refined marble top. A minimalist design that will not go 
unnoticed.

LESS IS MORE
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Virginia Armchair by Essential Home with Studio Pepe

Virginia Armchair by Studiopepe is here to make a statement with its 
unique character and excellent design. Softly padded and upholstered 
with the best high-quality velvet fabric, the mid-century modern armchair 
design features a gently laid-back structure on a molded shell, to provide 
style and comfort.

Mansfiled Armchair by Essential Home

Mansfield Armchair is our ultimate mid-century modern masterpiece, 
combining the retro touch from the velvet with the 60’s sleek lines. It is 
an accent barrel chair atop a sophisticated swivel polished brass base. Its 
iconic low-slung and crescent shape make it look like a dislocated piece 
right from the Mid-century Mad Men era.

Zelda Single Sofa by Essential Home with Studio Pepe

Zelda single sofa truly challenges and redefines the limits of the new 
modern design perspective.
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COVET HOUSE keeps up with the latest inspirations with BOCA DO LOBO, 
DELIGHTFULL,BRABBU, KOKET, MAISON VALENTINA, CIRCU, LUXXU, 
ESSENTIAL HOME, RUG’SOCIETY, PULLCAST, FOOGO, and CAFFE LATTE. 

Inspiring and creating new trends.

WE CREATE. WE INSPIRE.
WE DELIVER OUR VISION TO THE WORLD.
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